
Spanish Spelling Bee
Number of Players: 2 or more
Materials Needed: colored paper or objects to set on each student 
desk, prizes of desired, practice work for students who are “out”
Instructions:
• Have students sit at their desks or in a circle and each place a folded 

colored piece of paper or object in front of them.
• Go student by student saying a word for each to spell aloud using the 

Spanish letters.
• If correct the student stays in the “bee”. 
• If incorrect, then he/she removes the colored paper/object and 

remains seated watching the  bee.
• If your students get antsy while watching, you can give them practice 

work to do while they watch.
• Continue going around until one speller is left. That speller gets a 

prize.
• See notes below on variations for doing your spelling bee.

Variations for Doing Spelling Bee:
If your group is large, you can hold smaller “bees” with students in groups of 
about 8-10. Allow a volunteer student to be the word caller. Be sure this is a 
student that knows the Spanish alphabet letters well.

With regard to accent marks, no need to make them indicate if a word has 
an accent mark. If you would like them to add that, then have them say the 
letter and after the letter say “con acento” (cone ah-sen-toe) = with accent. 
OR you can start making them add accents as you get to the end of the bee 
and are trying to eliminate students.

SPANISH FOR YOU! has a FREE Alphabet mini lesson with audio so your 
students can learn their letters.  Find it here: http://www.spanish-for-
you.net/free-mini-lessons.html  Just scroll down the page.
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